FOREWORD
ECSECC was founded in July 1995 as an institutional mechanism to forge a meaningful partnership
between government organised, business organised, labour and the NGO sector, to address
underdevelopment and poverty in the Eastern Cape. The local government and higher education sectors
joined ECSECC in 2003.
ECSECC is a multi-stakeholder council and advisory agency located in the Office of the Premier. The
mandate of the organization is to advise and assist government and its stakeholders to achieve an
integrated development strategy for the province and its constituent regions, coordinate programmes of
government and ensure that policy and decision making are participatory. ECSECC’s mandate of
stakeholder co-ordination stems from the realization that government cannot defeat poverty,
unemployment and inequality on its own, but instead needs to build deliberate and active partnerships to
achieve prioritized development outcomes. The mandate remain relevant as the country implements the
National Development Plan 2030 and seeks to build stronger cohesion and partnerships between key actors
in the process of transformation, growth and development.
The vision of ECSECC is a poverty free Eastern Cape where everyone benefits equitably from the economy
and realises their human potential. The mission of ECSECC is to be a multi-stakeholder centre of excellence
in applied policy research, development planning and facilitation.
ECSECC’s 2019 strategic plan has four strategic goals for the five-year cycle of planning, and these remain
relevant in the final year of the current 5-year planning cycle:

To facilitate effective and efficient administration and governance.

To support development policy, strategy and planning in the Eastern Cape Province.

To be a socio-economic knowledge hub for the Eastern Cape Province.

To create platforms for multi-stakeholder participation and partnerships.
In achieving these goals, the organisation has set out the following programmatic focus areas for the
2018/19 financial year:









Provincial development planning, with a focus on cascading Vision 2030 into a 5-year provincial
implementation plan for the period 2019-2024;
Strengthen evidence based decision making through facilitation of research partnerships and
strengthening of the provincial planning information system;
Act as secretariat for the Eastern Cape AIDS Council and facilitate and monitor multi stakeholder
projects in the implementation of the national and provincial multi-stakeholder Strategic Plan on
HIV/AIDS, TB and STIs;
Act as secretariat for the Eastern Cape HRD Council and facilitate and monitor multi stakeholder
skills development projects;
Coordination of strategic economic infrastructure projects, with a specific emphasis on SIP 3 and
the Wild Coast N2 Corridor;
ECSECC will facilitate strategic engagement between industry, business, labour and the state to
drive economic recovery and job creation.
Strengthen developmental local government capabilities through provision of technical support
to the Local Government Coordination Nucleus (OTP, COGTA, Treasury). There will be a
particular emphasis on development planning.

One of the key activities of the organisation in the 2018/19 financial year is the development of enabling
legislation for ECSECC. The process will consist of development of and consultation on a White Paper and
subsequently consultation on and gazetting of a provincial bill, by the Eastern Cape Legislature. The
enactment of enabling legislation will create a solid platform for ECSECC for the next 5-year strategy cycle
and in the longer term.
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As the Board and Directors, we are confident that ECSECC will remain a leading organisation in
development facilitation and that ECSECC will continue to provide thought leadership to the socio-economic
transformation and economy recovery of the province and South Africa. We are also confident that
ECSECC will remain a beacon of good corporate governance in the public-sector environment.

______________________
MEC Mlibo Qoboshiyane
Chairperson of the Board
Date:
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UPDATED SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS
PERFORMANCE DELIVERY ENVIRONMENT
Progress in human development has been impressive over the past 25 years. People now live longer; more
children are in school and more people have access to basic social services. The UN Human Development
Report for 2016 reports that the global under-five mortality rate was more than halved between 1990 and
2015—from 91 per 1,000 live births to 43. The incidence of HIV, malaria and tuberculosis declined
between 2000 and 2015. The proportion of seats held by women in parliaments worldwide rose to 23
percent in 2016— up 6 percentage points over the preceding decade. The global net loss of forested areas
fell from 7.3 million hectares a year in the 1990s to 3.3 million during 2010–2015. Yet, the report argues1,
human development has been uneven and deprivations persists in many areas. Some have achieved only
the basics of human development, and some not even that. The world still faces many complex
development challenges. Some challenges are lingering (deprivation), some deepening (inequalities) and
some emerging (violent extremism). Some are global (gender inequality), some regional (water stress) and
some local (natural disasters). Most are mutually reinforcing—climate change reduces food security; rapid
urbanization marginalizes the urban poor; migration deepens deprivation. Whatever their reach, these
challenges have a negative impact on people’s well-being.
Given strained government budgets and development aid, it is vital that resources be used as effectively
as possible. The World Bank’s annual World Development Report for 2017 focus on governance and law.
The report argues that global challenges can be overcome and resources can be used more effectively with
better governance, if states work even more closely with civil society, the finance and skills of private
businesses can be harnessed and the global community redoubles its efforts in the fight against corruption,
one of the biggest roadblocks to effective, lasting development. However, coordinating the efforts of this
diverse set of groups requires clarity on the roles and responsibilities of each group, along with effective
rules of the road to reach and sustain agreements. Without paying greater attention to stronger governance,
the report argues, the United Nations’ broader Sustainable Development Goals, will be out of reach.
Despite some uncertainty remaining in the global political and economic environment, we are beginning to
see signs of recovery in the global economy. The IMF has predicted global growth of 3.9% for 2018.
However, the IMF2 furthers warns that binding structural impediments continue to hold back a stronger
recovery, and the balance of risks remains tilted to the downside, especially over the medium term. With
persistent structural problems—such as low productivity growth and high income inequality—pressures for
inward-looking policies are increasing in advanced economies. These threaten global economic integration
and the cooperative global economic order that has served the world economy, especially emerging market
and developing economies, well. Against this backdrop, economic policies have an important role to play
in staving off downside risks and securing a recovery.
South Africa’s growth is also expected to improve modestly over the next year or two. The World Bank
expects SA’s economic growth to accelerate to 1.1% in 2018 from 0.8% in 20173. However South Africa
remains a laggard among emerging markets, which are expected to average 4.5% growth this year. Global
commodities demand and prices are beginning to rise, which augers well for a commodity producing
economy such as South Africa.
The situation in South Africa is not unlike the global situation outlined above. Progress in access to services
and on human development indicators have been impressive over the past twenty years due to expanding
state social programmes. However, the slow growing and highly concentrated economy is not providing
sufficient opportunities for new entrants to participate in wealth generating activities, and is unable to
1

UN Development Programme, Human Development Report 2016

2

IMF Global Economic Outlook April 2017
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http://www.worldbank.org/en/publication/global-economic-prospects
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create jobs in the low skills youth segment. Inequality is rising and social discontent is growing and this
provides fertile ground for divisive and populist politics.
It is expected that Eastern Cape Province's GDP will grow at an average annual rate of 1.79% from 2016
to 2021. South Africa as a whole is forecast to grow at an average annual rate of 1.84%, which is higher
than that of the Eastern Cape.
Figure 1: GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT (GDP) - Eastern Cape and National Total, 2006-2021 [Average
Annual Growth Rate, Constant 2010 Prices]

Gross Domestic Product (GDP)

Eastern Cape and National Total, 2006-2021
6%
5%
4%
3%
2%
1%
0%
-1%
-2%

Eastern Cape

National Total
Source: IHS Markit Regional eXplorer version 1181

In 2021, Eastern Cape's forecast GDP will be an estimated R 249 billion (constant 2010 prices) or 7.5%
of the total GDP of South Africa. The ranking in terms of size of the Eastern Cape Province, will remain
the same between 2016 and 2021, with a contribution to the South Africa GDP of 7.5%. At a likely 1.79%
average annual GDP growth rate between 2016 and 2021, the Eastern Cape will rank sixth among regional
economies.
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Table 1: Gross Domestic Product (GDP) - metropolitan municipalities of Eastern Cape Province, 2016 to
2021, share and growth
District/Metro

Nelson Mandela
Bay
Buffalo City
Sarah Baartman
Amatole
Chris Hani
Joe Gqabi
O.R.Tambo
Alfred Nzo
Eastern Cape

2021
(Current
prices)
136.9

Share of
province

78.3
40.0
32.1
30.8
12.2
44.1
14.4
388.8

31.39%
16.05%
12.85%
12.36%
4.88%
17.66%
5.78%

54.88%

2016
(Constant
prices)
84.2

2021
(Constant
prices)
90.4

Average
Annual
growth
1.43%

46.1
23.4
18.9
18.1
7.1
25.5
8.4
231.6

49.6
25.7
20.2
19.4
7.7
27.5
9.0
249.5

1.46%
1.93%
1.30%
1.47%
1.71%
1.48%
1.49%

Source: IHS Markit Regional eXplorer version 1181

Looking at the regions within the Eastern Cape Province it is expected that from 2016 to 2021 the Sarah
Baartman District Municipality will achieve the highest average annual growth rate of 1.93%. The region
that is expected to achieve the second highest average annual growth rate is Joe Gqabi District
Municipality, averaging 1.71% between 2016 and 2021. However, the largest economies will remain the
two Metros, followed by O R Tambo District. The region with the lowest growth is likely to be the Amatole
District Municipality, with an average annual growth rate of 1.30%.
Economic transformation, if managed properly, could mean that output and capital investment will rise.
Growth and transformation need not be mutually exclusive. Growth generates the revenue necessary to
implement our massive fiscal redistribution programmes which include free health, education, housing,
social grants etc. Growth creates new assets and wealth which can be redistributed. Economies with high
levels of asset inequality are slow growers. The best way of growing the South African economy is through
increasing levels of economic participation among those segments of the population that are currently
economically inactive.
The South African economy is not only concentrated in terms of ownership, it is also spatially concentrated
(especially around Gauteng which remains the economic pulse of the mining, finance and services sectors).
The historic role of the Eastern Cape in the national economy has been to supply labour, and the province
is likely to remain locked into this path dependency if the South African economy remains untransformed.
To accelerate transformation, the following economic potentials of the Eastern Cape must be quickly and
deliberately unlocked:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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An energy hub for the country (through renewable, nuclear, liquified natural gas, shale gas, etc) with
a thriving energy component supplier manufacturing industry;
A logistics hub for trade with Africa and globally (three ports including the Port of Ngqura), with
strong corridor linkages to Gauteng;
An export manufacturing hub (building on the auto sector, anchored around the two IDZs, but with
additional industrial parks that could be developed for specific manufacturing value chains);
An agro-industrial hub (sustainably utilizing the province’s land and water resources), anchored around
the agri-parks and RED Hubs across the province;
Minerals beneficiation (manganese, steel etc) through the minerals corridor to the Northern Cape
A thriving coastal economy – aquaculture, oil and gas, ship and boatbuilding, oil rig repair, bunkering,
etc, and
A thriving tourism sector – Wild Coast tourism through Wild Coast Highway, Mthatha Airport, Home
of Legends and Mandela legacy, eco and adventure tourism etc.

Failure to rapidly unlock these potentials will compromise the pace of economic transformation and growth
in the country. In all these initiatives, special measures must be undertaken to optimize levels of local
economic participation to localize benefits.
ECSECC has a crucial role to play in multi-stakeholder governance, resource leverage and partnership
facilitation for social service delivery and programmes to achieve economic transformation.
Policy priorities
The policy priorities underpinning the APP for this final year in the 2014-2019 planning cycle, remain the
National Development Plan, Provincial Development Plan and Provincial Strategic Framework. The Eastern
Cape province has outlined a set of “priorities of priorities” for the final year of the term. The priorities are
shaped by the fiscal outlook for the province and the finalisation of commitments made in the programme
for the 5th term of government. Provincial priorities are further directed by the national mandate paper for
the 2018/19 financial year. These provincial priorities include the following:


Respond to the ongoing economic downturn and its effect on the provincial fiscus, particularly by
reducing the ratio of compensation of employees spending to total budget expenditure, to increase
funds available for provincial investment expenditure;



Develop and implement the Provincial Spatial Development Plan. This is linked to the priorities of
local economic development, small-town revitalisation and rural development;



Transform agriculture as a game changer for the country (including aquaculture, fisheries,
Oceans’ Economy and forestry etc.);
Make progress on the Education seven-point plan;
Improve the health care profile of the province;
Prioritise provincial infrastructure, with a focus on ICT;
Integration of government programmes and projects to meet the objective of functional local
government; and
Address public sector transformation and the macro-organisation of the state.







It is expected that all institutions will emphasise youth development, given the demographic and socioeconomic profile and status of the province.

Organisational environment
ECSECC was established in April 1995 as a joint body of Government, Non-governmental institutions,
labour and business, at a Summit for Economic Reconstruction and Growth. ECSECC was expected to play
a critical facilitation and development role to turn the Reconstruction and Development Programme and
provincial vision into reality. In response to its mandate and in the context of key priorities in the period
since 1995, ECSECC has largely worked in the following key areas: advice, planning and strategy
development; stakeholder engagement and participation; strategic research and information; and service
delivery support.
Because it is a multi-stakeholder organisation, the Board of ECSECC is composed of representatives from
provincial government, local government, organised business, organised labour, civil society and the higher
education sector. The organisation has enjoyed stable governance arrangements over many years and to
date, its governance structures such as the Board and its sub-committees, continue to function well.
ECSECC retained a clean audit opinion from the Auditor General for a fourth consecutive year for 2016/17.
In reviewing its five-year strategy, the leadership of the organisation holds the view that the continued
existence of ECSECC will allow the Premier to embed government’s vision among stakeholders and ensure
championship of its vision and strategy beyond individual terms of government. ECSECC allows
government and its major stakeholder constituencies a platform for joint decision making, accountability,
regular review and reflection. Further, ECSECC has the potential to be an agile agency that designs and
drives strategic interventions to achieve national and provincial priorities. ECSECC’s strategic location at
the centre of government and at the nexus of the state and its key stakeholders, enables the organisation
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to mobilise networks, leverage resources and facilitate critical decision making. Through strengthening its
own capacity and facilitating new knowledge partnerships with universities and other knowledge centres,
ECSECC can be a centre of a broad knowledge base for provincial decision making.
ECSECC’s major challenge for the period is its financial resource constraints. Over the past three years,
the organisation has seen loss of strategic capability due to funding cuts and concomitant freezing of posts.
While the organisation is performing on its targets, greater pressure is placed on staff to perform their work
with limited project funds. Many of ECSECC’s core projects are implemented in partnership with other
institutions, who carry the cost of project logistics (e.g. workshops). Resource constraints will impact on
its scope of work in the medium-long term, and the 2018/19 APP sees the refocusing of some performance
targets. There are also limited resources for development of organisational systems and investment in core
infrastructure.
The organisation has been diversifying its funding sources through co-funding of priority projects. In the
2017/18 financial year, ECSECC had a funding agreement with GIZ for the work of the Eastern Cape AIDS
Council. Multi-year Service Level Agreements were also entered into with OR Tambo District Municipality,
Nyandeni Local Municipality and Alfred Nzo District municipality, for co-funding of regional development
planning and concomitant institutional support. Project co-funding agreements are likely to continue in the
2018/19 financial year with OR Tambo District and some of its local municipalities, Nyandeni and Ingquza
Hull). A partnerships agreement is also being discussed with the NEMISA eSkills Centre for the development
of a digital skills plan.
Development of enabling legislation
ECSECC’s legislative mandate is derived from its status as a Schedule 3C Public Entity (in terms of the
Public Finance Management Act), as well as from its legal status as a Non-Profit Company. In terms of its
Non-Profit Company status, ECSECC’s Memorandum and Articles of Association describe the main
business of the company as being “To play a consultative and advisory role (primarily socially and
economically) to the Eastern Cape Government”. However, ECSECC was never properly established
through enabling provincial legislation.
One of the key activities of the organisation in the coming year will therefore be the development of
enabling legislation. The process will consist of development of and consultation on, a White Paper,
subsequently the consultation on and gazetting of a provincial bill, by the Eastern Cape Legislature. It is
expected that the White Paper and subsequent Bill will set out a reviewed mandate, governance
arrangements, an organisational model and enabling environment for ECSECC. However, this legislative
process is still in its infancy.
Excellence model
ECSECC is a knowledge organisation that develops strategic, actionable insights and solutions that are
evidence based, catalytic and embedded through strategic social mobilization. As part of building a focused
and niche organisation, ECSECC has developed an Excellence Model that captures what the organisation
is about and how it delivers on its mandate. The model is depicted in the figure below.
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The core pillars describe the key elements of any project or intervention that ECSECC is involved in, from
knowledge base through to social impact. Programme work is underpinned by a project management
system as well as the principles of dynamic leadership, learning and innovation and strategic social
mobilisation. ECSECC makes use of generic performance indicators across its main programmes which are
aligned to the excellence model.

Planning Process
The annual planning process included the following steps:




Engagements with the management of controlling department on priorities for ECSECC for the
2018/19 budget and APP took place in October 2017;
A staff strategic planning retreat took place in October 2017; and
Strategic engagement between the Executive Authority (Honourable Premier) and the Board of
Directors, took place on November 2017.

Broad agreement was reached on the priorities and performance programme for the ECSECC for the
2018/19 financial year.

REVISIONS TO LEGISLATIVE AND POLICY MANDATES
The broad mandate of ECSECC remains as per the 2014-2019 strategic plan. The policy mandates are
listed in table 2.
Table 2 - Programmes and Policy Mandates
Programme
Programme
Whole organisation

Policy Mandate

Policy Mandate


White Paper on the transformation of the public service delivery.
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Programme

Programme 2

Programme 3

Programme 4

Programme 5

Programme 6
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Policy Mandate

DPME Guidelines to Outcomes Approach.

National Development Plan.

Provincial Development Plan

Medium Term Strategic Framework and Provincial Strategic Framework.

OTP-ECSECC SLA.

Sustainable Development Goals.

Industrial Policy Action Plan I & II.

Provincial Industrial Development Strategy.

Rural Development Strategy.

Rural Development and Land Reform Bill.

New Growth Path.

Construction Charter.

National Infrastructure Plan

New Growth Path
























Industrial Policy Action Plan I & II.
Provincial Industrial Development Strategy.
Rural Development Strategy.
Construction Charter.
National Infrastructure Plan
New Growth Path
Draft Provincial Ten Year Infrastructure Plan
White Paper on the Transformation of the Public Service Delivery.
Municipal Structures Act.
Municipal Systems Act.
Green Paper on Monitoring and Evaluation
Skills Development Act.
Skills Development Levies Act.
National Policy Framework for Teacher Education and Development in South
Africa.
National Curriculum Statement.
Further Education and Training Colleges Act.
Millennium Development Goals.
Human Resource Development Strategy
National Skills Development Strategy
White Paper for Post-Schooling Education and Training
National Strategic Plan for HIV/AIDS in South Africa.
Provincial Strategic Plan for HIV / AIDS.
Millennium Development Goals.
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Table 3: ECSECC Statement of Financial Performance

OVERVIEW OF 2018/19 EXPENDITURE ESTIMATES

Non-tax revenue decreased from R49.323 million in 2014/15 to R38.521million in 2016/17 due to budget
cuts. Slight relief in 2017/18, with the budget increasing to a revised estimate of R39.458million. Over
the 2018 MTEF, a marginal increase is expected, moving forward, from R41.729million in 2018/19 to
R46.472million in 2020/21.
Compensation of Employees (CoE) decreased from R30.140million in 2014/15 to R29.523 million in
2016/17, as a result of austerity measures.
Goods and Services are mainly driven by administration and operational costs. Expenditure has decreased
from R17.086 million in 2014/15 to R9.709 million in 2016/17. This trend is set to continue with a
decline to R8.806million in 2018/19 and an upward movement to R9.446 in 2020/21. ECSECC is facing
significant challenges in covering all administrative costs as well as having sufficient budget for projects.
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PROGRAMME STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
INTRODUCTION
ECSECC has, in response to its mandate, vision and mission, as well as on the basis of its contextual
analysis divided its work into programmes, for purposes of focus, strategic fit and alignment.
The programme areas are not mutually exclusive but should be viewed as related and interconnected. They
also serve the purpose of profiling the work of the organisation for the entire medium-term planning cycle.
ECSECC will continue to operate the following programmes over the next financial year:
1) Operations, Finance, Corporate Services and Knowledge Management
2) Economic Governance
3) Infrastructure Governance
4) Strategic Governance Support
5) Human Resource Development
6) HIV/AIDS
The notion of governance was introduced in the 2015-2019 Strategic Plan to further articulate ECSECC’s
mandate and niche in the development space in the province. Governance is here understood as
“mechanisms and strategies of co-ordination adopted in the face of complex reciprocal interdependence
among operationally autonomous actors, organizations, and functional systems" (Jessop, 2004:3).
Each programme area will be responsive to the four goals of the organisation. The goals will be supported
by strategic objectives that directly respond to ECSECC’s niche and programme focus areas.

PROGRAMMES AND SUB-PROGRAMMES
Programme
Programme 1:
Operations,
finance,
corporate
services and
knowledge
management

Objectives
1.1 Ensure effective and efficient and
development oriented governance and
management

Programme 2:
Economic
governance

2.1 Support economic development
policy, strategy and planning in the
Eastern Cape province

1.2 Ensure effective and efficient
operations and knowledge management

Sub-programme
1.1 Corporate Governance
1.2 Financial Management
1.3 Human Resources
1.4 Information and Communication
Technology
1.5 Operations
1.6 Strategic Communication and
Knowledge Management
1.7 Research and information
2.1 Provincial economic development
planning
2.2 Spatial economic development

Programme 3:
Infrastructure
governance
Programme 4:
Strategic
Governance
Support
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3.1 Develop and drive a common
provincial infrastructure agenda to
support socio-economic development
4.1 Support the building of a capable
developmental state

3.1. Strategic economic infrastructure

4.1 Provincial government support
4.2 Local government support

Programme 5:
Human Resource
Development

5.1. To conceptualise and facilitate
measures to improve quality in
education and training in the
Eastern Cape

5.1. Human Resource Development

Programme 6:
HIV/AIDS

6.1. Reduce the rate of new HIV and
TB infections using combination
prevention methods and a multisectorial approach

6.1. Prevention

6.2. Ensure functionality of AIDS
councils in the Eastern Cape

6.4 Governance

6.2 Treatment
6.3 Strategic Information
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PROGRAMME 1: OPERATIONS, FINANCE, CORPORATE SERVICES
AND KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT
PURPOSE OF THE PROGRAMME
This programme aims to contribute to the attainment of goals number 1 and 3 in the five-year strategy.
The purpose of the programme is the development and implementation of effective and efficient ECSECC
management and governance systems and procedures. This programme is responsible for creating an
enabling working environment in the organisation.
The programme also aims to ensure excellent strategy, programme, project and portfolio management
across the organisation. This programme is the custodian of the ECSECC service excellence model and
seeks to develop tools and procedures for the implementation of the excellence model in strategy and
project execution. The programme is responsible for providing research, information, analysis and
knowledge management support to all ECSECC programmes and priority projects. The programme also
works with the Office of the Premier to provide, promote and coordinate research; facilitate research
partnerships and standardised information for the annual planning cycle (local and provincial); and develop
and implement the provincial planning information system and custodianship model.

PROGRAMME OVERVIEW
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
Strategic objective 1.1

Ensure effective and efficient and development oriented governance and
management

Strategic objective 1.2

Effective and efficient operations and knowledge management

The programme is structured as follows:
Sub-Programme
Sub-Programme Purpose
1.1 Corporate Governance

Ensure efficient and effective leadership through strengthened
corporate governance

1.2 Financial Management

Ensure efficient and effective management of ECSECC financial
resources.

1.3 Human Resources

Provide conducive environment that facilitates achievement of
excellent performance among employees, reaching their full
potential while complying with labour legislation.

1.4 Information and
Communication Technology

Provide ICT systems that facilitate achievement of organisation
goals while meeting ICT good governance requirements.

1.5 Operations

Ensure efficient and compliant operations. Provision of portfolio
and project management support to programmes.

1.6 Strategic communication and
knowledge management

Ensure well-coordinated and stakeholder management and
quality, informative external and internal communication.
Facilitate and promotes easy and efficient information and
knowledge access for ECSECC staff and stakeholders through
physical and digital information and knowledge management.

1.7 Research and information
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Support the information needs of core projects in the
organisation and provide data and analysis to stakeholders
externally through generation of knowledge products.

GOALS AND OUTPUTS APPLICABLE TO THE PROGRAMME
Strategic Plan Goals

Strategic Plan Outputs

Goal 1: To facilitate
effective and efficient
administration and
governance

Strengthen corporate governance.
A culture of integrated risk management is upheld and promoted.
Expenditure planning and budget process management.
Sound financial management according to best practice.
Simplified and business enabling finance processes and systems.
Cultivated and capable human resources.
Enabling HR business processes.
Innovative and progressive organisational development strategies are developed
and implemented.
Simplified integrated and aligned business solutions and systems to support
achievement of strategic objectives.
An effective ICT Environment that meets good governance requirements.

Goal 3: To be a socioeconomic knowledge hub
for the Eastern Cape
Province.

Online information portal for spatial socio-economic information.
Generation, production, storage and distribution of knowledge products.
ECSECC projects supported with research, data and information.
Quality management and standard setting.
Stakeholder management and communication of ECSECC’s mandate, strategy,
products and achievements to stakeholders and target audiences.
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22

ICT

Human
resources

Percentage of employee resignations per year

1.1.7

Number of ICT system interventions

Percentage of employees above level 4 with signed
PMDS agreement before 01 April

1.1.6

1.1.8

Number of interventions implemented to improve HR
system

An
unqualified
audit
outcome
with
no
material matters impacting the pursuit of good
corporate governance

1.1.4

1.1.5

Number of monthly cash flow management reports
to manage liquidity risk

1.1.3

Number of integrated risk management strategies
implemented to manage strategic and operational
risks

1.1.2

Financial
management

Number of functioning governance structures that
meet all systems requirements

1.1.1

Governance

Performance indicator(s)

Indicator
no

Subprogramme
/ Functional
area

Strategic Objective 1.1: An effective and efficient and development oriented
governance and management

100%
8.8%

12
1

2
100%
6%
2

12
1

2
100%
<5%
2

2

4

1

12

1

1

2

20

2016/17

22

2014/15

21

2013/14

Audited/Actual Performance

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR 2018-2019

2

<10%

100%

2

1

12

7

19

Estimated
Performance
2017/18

4

<10%

100%

2

1

12

7

19

2018/19

4

<10%

100%

2

1

12

7

19

2019/20

Medium-Term Targets

4

<10%

100%

2

1

12

7

19

2020/21
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1.2.1

Operations,
portfolio and
project
management

Number
of
(publications)

Number of knowledge products
(research)

Number of research partnerships
facilitated

1.2.5

1.2.6

1.2.7

Research and
planning
information

tools

knowledge

products

Number of knowledge products (GIS
and spatial analysis)

1.2.4

communication

GIS

Number of
implemented

1.2.3

Number of tools developed to
strengthen implementation of the
ECSECC Excellence Model

implementation of ECSECC plans and
project to monitor performance of the
organization

Communication
and knowledge
management

1.2.2

Indicator
no

Sub-programme /
Functional area

New
indicator

New
indicator

13

New
indicator

New
indicator

8

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator
New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

12

18

New
indicator

New indicator

4

4

New
indicator

New
indicator

8

1

New
indicator

2

Strategic Objective 1.2: Effective and efficient operations and knowledge management
Audited/Actual Performance
Estimated
Performance indicator(s)
Performance
2014/15
2015/16
2016/17
2017/18
4
4
6
Number of management reports on
4

2

4

12

16

8

2

4

12

16

8

2

6

6

2

2019/20

2018/19

Medium-Term Targets

2

4

12

16

8

2

6

2020/21
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ICT

Human
resources

Financial
management

Governance

Subprogramme
/
Functional area

Percentage of employee resignations per year

1.1.7

Number of ICT system interventions

Percentage of employees above level 4 with signed
PMDS agreement before 01 April

1.1.6

1.1.8

Number of interventions implemented to improve HR
system

An
unqualified
audit
outcome
with
no
material matters impacting the pursuit of good
corporate governance

1.1.4

1.1.5

Number of monthly cash flow management reports
to manage liquidity risk

Number of integrated risk management strategies
implemented to manage strategic and operational
risks

1.1.2

1.1.3

Number of functioning governance structures that
meet all systems requirements

Performance indicator(s)

1.1.1

Indicator
no

2

<5%

100%

2

1

12

2

21

2

6%

100%

2

1

12

1

22

2

8.8%

100%

4

1

12

1

20

Strategic Objective 1.1: An effective and efficient and development oriented Audited/Actual Performance
governance and management
2013/14 2014/15 2016/17

PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR 2018-2019

2

<10%

100%

2

1

12

7

19

4

<10%

100%

2

1

12

7

19

4

<10%

100%

2

1

12

7

19

4

<10%

100%

2

1

12

7

19

Estimated
Medium-Term Targets
Performance
2018/19 2019/20 2020/21
2017/18
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Number of knowledge products (GIS and spatial analysis)

Number of knowledge products (publications)

Number of knowledge products (research)

Number of research partnerships facilitated

1.2.4

1.2.5

1.2.6

1.2.7

GIS

Research and
planning
information

Number of tools developed to strengthen implementation
of the ECSECC Excellence Model

1.2.2

Number of communication tools implemented

Number of management reports on implementation of
ECSECC plans and project to monitor performance of the
organization

1.2.1

Communication 1.2.3
and knowledge
management

Operations,
portfolio and
project
management

SubIndicator Performance indicator(s)
programme /
no
Functional area

Strategic Objective 1.2: Effective and efficient operations and knowledge management

New
indicator

New
indicator

13

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

4

2014/15

2

4

18

New
New
indicator indicator

New
New
indicator indicator

8

New
New
indicator indicator

New
New
indicator indicator

New
indicator

4

New
indicator

4

12

4

8

1

6

2

4

12

16

8

2

6

2

4

12

16

8

2

6

2

4

12

16

8

2

6

Estimated Medium-Term Targets
Performance
2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

Audited/Actual Performance
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ICT

Human
resources

Financial
management

Subprogramme
/Functional
area
Governance

Percentage of employee resignations per year

1.1.7

Number of ICT system interventions

Percentage of employees above level 4 with signed PMDS agreement before 01
April

1.1.6

1.1.8

Number of interventions implemented to improve HR system

1.1.5

An unqualified audit outcome with no matters of emphasis in pursuit of good
corporate governance

1.1.4

Number of integrated risk management strategies implemented to manage
strategic and operational risks

1.1.2

Number of monthly cash flow management reports to manage liquidity risk

Number of functioning governance structures that meet all systems requirements

1.1.1

1.1.3

Performance Indicator

Indicator no

Strategic Objective 1.1: An effective and efficient and development oriented governance and management

Quarterly Targets for 2018-19

19
7
12
1
2
100%
<10%
4

Quarterly
Quarterly
Annually
Quarterly
Annually
Annually
Annually

Annual
Target

Quarterly

Reporting
Period

100
%

1

3

3

4

1ST

1

3

1

5

2ND

3

1

5

3RD

4

<10
%

1

3

2

5

4TH

Quarterly Targets 2018/19
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Number of knowledge products (publications)

Number of knowledge products (research)

Number of research partnerships facilitated

1.2.5

1.2.6

1.2.7

Planning data

Number of knowledge products (GIS and spatial analysis)

1.2.4

GIS

Number of communication tools implemented

1.2.3

Number of tools developed to strengthen implementation of
the ECSECC Excellence Model

1.2.2

Communicatio
n and
knowledge
management

Number of management reports on implementation of ECSECC
plans and project to monitor performance of the organization

1.2.1

Operations,
portfolio and
project
management

Performance Indicator

Annually

Quarterly

Quarterly

Quarterly

1
-

2

3

4

2

1

1

1

3

4

2

2

-

1

3

4

2

2

Quarterly Targets 2018/19
1ST
2ND
3RD

4

12

16

8

1

Annually

Quarterly

6

Annual
Target

Quarterly

Reporting
Period

Strategic Objective 1.2: An effective and efficient operation and knowledge management

Indicator
no

Objective
focus area

1

1

3

4

2

1

1

4TH

RECONCILING PERFORMANCE TARGETS WITH THE BUDGET AND MTEF
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PROGRAMME 2: ECONOMIC GOVERNANCE
PROGRAMME PURPOSE
The aim of this programme is to shift the economic development path of the Eastern Cape so that poverty
is progressively reduced and ECSECC’s vision is eventually achieved.
The broad strategy of this programme is to strengthen provincial and sub-provincial economic planning and
execution, and sharpen economic policy interventions where there is clear under-performance. The
programme will respond to the economic and financial crisis through facilitating provincial and district/metro
priority initiatives; remove constraints; unlock opportunities for economic growth; and leverage on existing
opportunities. Research, knowledge generation and social dialogue underpin the work of the programme.
In the 2018/19 financial year the programme will focus on three key areas listed below.
Industry and Business Support

Provide platforms for engagement with business, industry and labour in the Province and targeted
economic nodes.

Sector analysis and policy review

Policy dialogue creating policy engagement platforms for government, business, industry and
labour

Developing policy briefs and recommendation for improved interventions

Provide real-time information on challenges facing the business sector in the province and priority
spatial nodes; monitor and report on these and escalate information and proposals for decision
making.
Ocean Economy

Ocean economy stakeholder mobilization and engagement, resource leveraging and project
partnership facilitation.

Coordination of thematic working groups, monitoring, reporting and escalation (e.g. oil and gas,
ocean tourism, maritime manufacturing, aquaculture, maritime skills.)

Provide real-time information on challenges facing the Ocean Economy sector; monitor and report
on these and escalate information and proposals for decision making.
Agricultural Value Chains
•
Sector analysis; policy review; stakeholder mobilization and engagement; resource leveraging; and
project partnership facilitation.
•
Policy dialogue
•
Developing policy briefs on proposals and recommendations for improved interventions
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PROGRAMME OVERVIEW
Strategic Objectives
Strategic objective 2.1

To support economic development policy, strategy and planning in the
Eastern Cape province.

The programme is structured as follows:
Sub programme

Programme Purpose

2.1 Provincial economic
development planning

ECSECC has considerable experience in provincial economic development
planning, for example: The Provincial Development Strategy (1997), PGDP
(2004), PIDS (2009), Provincial Jobs Strategy (2011) and the Provincial
Development Plan (2014). Building on this experience the sub-programme is
faced with the following tasks:

Ensure the appropriate packaging of strategic projects that are central
to the plans (including innovative demonstration projects).

Ensure that there is no disjuncture between the plans and
implementation thereof. This will involve, inter alia, review and
proposals around institutional mechanisms.

2.2 Spatial economic
development

Several areas of the province have clear potential which is not being realised.
Concrete projects in the 2018/19 financial year will include knowledge
generation, partnership facilitation and resource leveraging with a spatial
focus on O R Tambo and Alfred Nzo as well as secondary economic nodes
and small towns.

GOALS AND OUTPUTS APPLICABLE TO THE PROGRAMME
Strategic Plan Goals

Strategic Plan Outputs

Goal 2: To support
development policy,
strategy and planning in
the Eastern Cape
province.

Provide support to provincial economic development planning

Goal 3: To be a socioeconomic knowledge hub
for the Eastern Cape
Province.

Research analysis and generation of knowledge products to inform economic
development planning, district and metro development strategies and design
of priority interventions.

Goal 4: To create
platforms for multistakeholder participation
and partnerships.

Provide support to provincial economic development planning

30

Finalisation and implementation of District and Metro Development
Strategies. Identification, packaging and facilitation of priority interventions.
Areas of economic under-performance addressed through economic policy
adjustments and design of instruments.

Areas of economic under-performance addressed through economic policy
adjustments and design of instruments.

Finalisation and implementation of District and Metro Development
Strategies.
Identification, packaging and facilitation of priority interventions.
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Industry and
Business
Support

Agricultural
Value Chains

Ocean
Economy

Focus area

Facilitate stakeholder forums to foster policy New
dialogues
indicator

2.1.5

Facilitate stakeholder forums to improve
coordination and solve blockages

Number of integrated reports to track progress on New
priority initiatives and interventions
indicator

2.1.6

2.1.7

New
indicator

Facilitate
stakeholder
forums
to
improve New
coordination and improve strategic direction
indicator

2.1.4

developed New
indicator

Number of
(research)

2.1.3

products

Number of integrated reports to track progress on New
priority projects and interventions
indicator

2.1.2

knowledge

Facilitate
stakeholder
forums
to
improve New
coordination and solve project blockages
indicator

2014/15

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

2015/16 2016/17

Audited/Actual Performance

2.1.1

Indicator Performance indicator(s)
no

4

1

4

4

Estimated
Performance
2017/18

1

2

New indicator

Strategic Objective 2.1: To support economic development policy, strategy and planning in the Eastern Cape province

4

4

2

3

1

4

4

4

4

2

3

1

4

4

4

4

2

3

1

4

4

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

Medium-Term Targets

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR 2018-2019 STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR
2018-2019
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Industry
Business
Support

2.1.7

New
indicator

Number of integrated reports to track progress on New
priority initiatives and interventions
indicator

Facilitate stakeholder forums to improve
coordination and solve blockages

Facilitate stakeholder forums to foster policy New
dialogues
indicator

2.1.5

and 2.1.6

Facilitate
stakeholder
forums
to
improve New
coordination and improve strategic direction
indicator

developed New
indicator

2.1.4

products

Number of
(research)

2.1.3

knowledge

Number of integrated reports to track progress on New
priority projects and interventions
indicator

2.1.2

Agricultural
Value Chains

Facilitate
stakeholder
forums
to
improve New
coordination and solve project blockages
indicator

2.1.1

2014/15

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

2015/16 2016/17

Audited/Actual Performance

Ocean
Economy

Performance indicator(s)

Indicator
no

Focus area

4

1

4

4

Estimated
Performance
2017/18

1

2

New indicator

Strategic Objective 2.1: To support economic development policy, strategy and planning in the Eastern Cape province

PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR 2018-2019

4

4

2

3

1

4

4

4

4

2

3

1

4

4

4

4

2

3

1

4

4

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

Medium-Term Targets
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Industry and
Business
Support

Agricultural
Value Chains

Ocean
Economy

Focus area

Number of integrated reports to track progress on priority
Quarterly
projects and interventions

2.1.2

Facilitate stakeholder forums to improve coordination and
Quarterly
improve strategic direction

Facilitate stakeholder forums to foster policy dialogues

2.1.4

2.1.5

Number of integrated reports to track progress on priority
initiatives and interventions

2.1.7

Quarterly

Facilitate stakeholder forums to improve coordination and solve
Quarterly
blockages

2.1.6

Quarterly

Number of knowledge products developed (Research)

2.1.3
Quarterly

Facilitate stakeholder forums to improve coordination and solve
Quarterly
project blockages

2.1.1

Reporting
Period

Performance Indicator

Indicator
no

4

4

2

3

1

4

4

Annual
Target

1

1

-

-

-

1

1

1ST

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2ND

Quarterly Targets 2018/19

Strategic Objective 2.1: To support economic development policy, strategy and planning in the Eastern Cape province

QUARTERLY TARGETS FOR 2018-19

1

1

1

1

-

1

1

3RD

1

1

-

1

-

1

1

4TH

RECONCILING PERFORMANCE TARGETS WITH THE BUDGET AND MTEF
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PROGRAMME 3: INFRASTRUCTURE GOVERNANCE
PROGRAMME PURPOSE
This programme has been established as a stand-alone programme to mobilise and coordinate stakeholders
to drive a common provincial infrastructure agenda in the Eastern Cape. This is done to improve integration
of infrastructure planning across sectors and spheres of government.
In 2016/17 ECSECC developed a provincial infrastructure plan. The overall purpose of the Eastern Cape
Infrastructure Plan is to articulate the infrastructure priorities for the province between 2016 and 2030 and
outline programmes and interventions to achieve outcomes. The Eastern Cape Infrastructure Plan sets four
goals for 2030: 1) Infrastructure investment responds to spatial aspects of future infrastructure demand
and progressively undoes apartheid geography; 2) The provision of infrastructure is accelerated to achieve
universal access to social services; 3) Infrastructure investment helps to unlock economic potential and 4)
Infrastructure planning, delivery, operation and maintenance are improved.
The goals are to be achieved through the implementation of Eleven Provincial Strategic Projects (PSP’s):
1) Strategic catalytic projects (N2 Wild Coast Road, N2 Wild Coast Corridor Development Plan,
Mzimvubu Multipurpose Development Project and Wild Coast meander)
2) Small Town Development
3) Urban Settlements Infrastructure
4) Water & Sanitation
5) Energy & Electricity
6) Agro logistics infrastructure
7) Education infrastructure
8) Health infrastructure
9) Transport infrastructure
10) ICT Infrastructure
11) Enabling interventions
The plan is now championed by the Office of the Premier and forms part of the provincial programme of
action.
In the 2018/19 financial year the programme will focus on the following areas:


Provincial stakeholder coordination and facilitation of interventions to resolve blockages for
strategic economic infrastructure projects, with a focus on Provincial Strategic Project 1 and
national Strategic Infrastructure Project 3 (strategic projects for the eastern region).



Facilitate integrated planning and implementation for the Wild Coast N2 Corridor in partnership
with SANRAL.



Provide real-time information on challenges in the implementation of the Eastern Cape
Infrastructure Plan and SIP and the national Strategic Infrastructure Project; monitor and report on
these and escalate information and proposals for decision making.
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PROGRAMME OVERVIEW
Strategic Objective
Strategic objective 3.1

Develop and drive a common provincial infrastructure agenda to
support socio-economic development

The programme is structured as follows:
Sub programme

Programme Purpose and focus for the year

3.1 Strategic economic infrastructure

Ensure coordination of the planning and implementation of
Strategic Infrastructure projects (SIPs) Provincial Strategic
Projects (PSPs) and in the Province

GOALS AND OUTPUTS APPLICABLE TO THE PROGRAMME
Strategic Plan Goals

Strategic Plan Outputs

Goal 2: To support development
policy, strategy and planning in the
Eastern Cape province.

Resources mobilised for SIPs and PSPs implementation.
Economic benefits of SIP sand PSPs in the EC are optimised

Goal 3: To be a socio-economic
knowledge hub for the Eastern Cape
Province.

Economic benefits of SIP sand PSPs in the EC are optimised

Goal 4: To create platforms for multistakeholder participation and
partnerships.

Co-ordination and planning of all relevant SIPs and PSPs
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Number of integrated reports to track progress on
priority projects and interventions

Facilitate stakeholder forums to improve coordination
and solve project blockages

3.1.1

3.1.2

Indicator Performance indicator(s)
no

12

4

12

4

8

4

Estimated
Performance
2017/18

12

4

12

4

12

4

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

Medium-Term Targets

Indicator Performance indicator(s)
no

Number of integrated reports to track progress on
priority projects and interventions

Facilitate stakeholder forums to improve coordination
and solve project blockages

3.1.1

3.1.2

Focus area

Infrastructure
stakeholder
management
and
coordination
12

4

12

4

12

12

2014/15 2015/16 2016/17

Audited/Actual Performance

8

4

Estimated
Performance
2017/18

12

4

12

4

12

4

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

Medium-Term Targets

Strategic Objective 3.1: Develop and drive a common provincial infrastructure agenda to support socio-economic development

12

12

2014/15 2015/16 2016/17

Audited/Actual Performance

PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR 2018-19

Infrastructure
stakeholder
management
and
coordination

Focus area

Strategic Objective 3.1: Develop and drive a common provincial infrastructure agenda to support socio-economic development

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR 2018-2019
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Number of integrated reports to track progress on priority Quarterly
projects and interventions

Facilitate stakeholder forums to improve coordination and solve Quarterly
project blockages

3.1.1

3.1.2

Reporting
Period

Infrastructure
stakeholder
management
and
coordination

Performance Indicator

Indicator
no

Focus area

12

4

Annual
Target

3

1

1ST

3

1

2ND

3

1

3RD

Quarterly Targets 2018/19

3

1

4TH

Strategic Objective 3.1: Develop and drive a common provincial infrastructure agenda to support socio-economic development

QUARTERLY TARGETS FOR 2018-19

RECONCILING PERFORMANCE TARGETS WITH THE BUDGET AND MTEF
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PROGRAMME 4: STRATEGIC GOVERNANCE SUPPORT
PROGRAMME PURPOSE
The aim of this programme is to support the Office of the Premier, provincial government departments and
local government, in the field of development planning. This will include providing support to the centre of
government in advancing a capable developmental state across the spheres, buttressed by a strong
integrating, planning and executing centre.
The Eastern Cape is striving to ensure that all the local, district and metropolitan municipalities within the
province can be characterised as functional municipalities, with high institutional maturity. A range of
legislative, policy and strategic documents have been put in place to achieve this. The 2030 vision for local
government is outlined in the National Development Plan. Further, the Provincial Development Plan should
form the basis for strategic and integrated planning in local government to ensure that all institutions in
the province are pursuing a common vision and development programme. To achieve this, ECSECC provides
technical content support to the local government coordination nucleus made up of OTP, COGTA, Treasury
as well as engage directly with district and metropolitan municipalities in support interventions for
development planning and institutional maturity.
In the 2018/19 financial year the programme will focus on:
Provincial development planning

Develop 5-year strategy for the Eastern Cape (2019-2024) and facilitate the popularisation thereof

Develop framework and procedures for implementation of the 5-year plan in the Eastern Cape

Support the OTP and Eastern Cape Planning Commission in the cascading of the provincial
development plan to all spheres of government

Facilitation of strategic planning sessions and provision of strategic information to departments and
public entities to ensure integration and alignment with provincial priorities

Support the OTP and Provincial Treasury strengthen the provincial planning information system
Local government planning

Provide technical support to Local Government Coordination Nucleus (OTP, COGTA, Treasury)

Provide technical support to IGR Structures (Municipal Support Advisory Committee, Local Government
Coordination and Integration Nucleus) and support to the phased in IDP approach.

Facilitate strategic planning at municipal level and provision of strategic information to ensure
integration and alignment with provincial priorities

Facilitate support interventions in targeted local municipalities. These will largely be based on service
level agreements between ECSECC and the respective municipalities.
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PROGRAMME OVERVIEW
Strategic Objective
Strategic objective 4.1

Support the building of a capable developmental state

The programme is structured as follows:
Sub programme

Programme Purpose and focus for the year

1.1. Government
support

Embed national and provincial development imperatives into the plans of
provincial departments and entities and support the province in developing
appropriate frameworks and models to heighten service delivery

1.2. Local government
support

Embed national and provincial development imperatives into the plans of selected
strategic municipalities in the province.

GOALS AND OUTPUTS APPLICABLE TO THE PROGRAMME
Strategic Plan Goals

Strategic Plan Outputs

Goal 2: To support development policy,
strategy and planning in the Eastern Cape
province.

Provincial coordinating departments are supported in
driving a strategic agenda for the province.
Metropolitan and district municipalities are supported in
their development planning and in ensuring alignment with
provincial development imperatives

Goal 3: To be a socio-economic knowledge
hub for the Eastern Cape Province.

Data and analysis provided for policy, planning and
decision making
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Number of municipal support interventions
developed

4.1.5

Number of institutions supported with strategic
planning

4.1.3

Facilitate stakeholder forums to improve
coordination and solve project blockages

Number of knowledge products (research)

4.1.2

4.1.4

Number of provincial strategic plans developed

4.1.1

Indicator Performance indicator
no

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

2014/15

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

2015/16

Provincial
government

Focus area

Number of provincial strategic plans developed

Number of knowledge products (research)

Number of institutions supported with strategic
planning

4.1.1

4.1.2

4.1.3

Indicator Performance indicator
no

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

2014/15

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

2015/16

2

New indicator

4

New indicator

New indicator

Estimated
Performance
2017/18

2

4

15

1

1

2

4

15

1

-

2

4

15

1

-

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

Medium-Term Targets

4

New
indicator

New
indicator

4

New
indicator

New
indicator

15

1

1

15

1

-

15

1

-

Estimated
Medium-Term Targets
Performance
2016/17
2018/19 2019/20 2020/21
2017/18

Audited/Actual Performance

Strategic Objective 4.1: Support the building of a capable developmental state

New
indicator

New
indicator

4

New
indicator

New
indicator

2016/17

Audited/Actual Performance

PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR 2018 -19

Local
government

Provincial
government

Focus area

Strategic Objective 4.1: Support the building of a capable developmental state

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR 2018-2019
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Facilitate stakeholder forums to improve
coordination and solve project blockages

Number of municipal support interventions
developed

4.1.4

4.1.5
New
indicator

New
indicator

Quarterly

Number of municipal support interventions developed

4.1.5

Quarterly

Facilitate stakeholder forums to improve coordination and solve Quarterly
project blockages

Number of institutions supported with strategic planning

4.1.3

Annually

Quarterly

Reporting
Period

New
indicator

New
indicator

4.1.4

Number of knowledge products (research)

4.1.2

Local
government

Number of provincial strategic plans developed

4.1.1

Provincial
government

Performance Indicator

Indicator
no

Focus area

Strategic Objective 4.1: Support the building of a capable developmental state

QUARTERLY TARGETS 2018 -19

Local
government

2

4

15

1

1

Annual
Target

New
indicator

New
indicator
2

4

1

1ST

1

1

4

1

2ND

1

8

3RD

Quarterly Targets 2018/19

2

New
indicator
2

4

1

1

3

1

4TH

2

4

RECONCILING PERFORMANCE TARGETS WITH THE BUDGET AND MTEF
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PROGRAMME 5: HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME PURPOSE
The purpose of this programme is to conceptualise and facilitate measures to improve quality in education
and training. The programme provides strategic and technical support to the EC HRD Council and aims to
enhance the Provincial Human Resource Development Council’s mandate to support the training of
appropriately skilled people for the economy.
The programme will focus on knowledge generation, partnership facilitation and resource leveraging for
education and skills development interventions in support of provincial priorities. This is done through the
HRD Council and its work streams: Post schooling and skills for economy; Public sector; Research and
innovation; and Foundational learning.
Projects for the 2018/19 year include:
•
HRD Council facilitation and stakeholder management. The HRD Council Secretariat is supported
by OTP, DHET and DBE with ECSECC as the convenor and facilitator.
•
HRD related research, partnership facilitation and intervention design for provincial priority
projects, with a focus on youth development and unemployed youth.
•
Facilitate and monitor multi stakeholder skills development projects.
•
Provide real-time information on challenges facing the HEI and TVET sector; monitor and report
on these and escalate information and proposals for decision making.
•
Facilitate interventions to improve the provision of science, technology, engineering and
mathematics (STEM) related knowledge and skills.

PROGRAMME OVERVIEW
Strategic Objectives
Strategic objective 5.1

To conceptualise and facilitate measures to improve quality in
education and training in the Eastern Cape

The programme is structured as follows:
Sub programme

Sub-Programme Purpose

5.1. Human
Resource
Development

Knowledge generation, partnership facilitation and resource leveraging for
education and skills development interventions in support of provincial
priorities.
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GOALS AND OUTPUTS APPLICABLE TO THE PROGRAMME
STRATEGIC PLAN GOALS

STRATEGIC PLAN OUTPUTS

Goal 2: To support
development policy,
strategy and planning in the
Eastern Cape province

Policy and development planning support to the education sector provided
Design of initiatives to support Post-Schooling facilitated
Provide strategic HRD support to PDP and key sectors in the provincial
economy
Design of initiatives targeting those not in employment, education or
training (NEETs) facilitated

Goal 3: To be a socioeconomic knowledge hub
for the Eastern Cape
Province
Goal 4: To create platforms
for multi-stakeholder
participation and
partnerships

Analysis of Human Capital Trends in the labour market

Improvement in Teacher Development approaches in the Eastern Cape
Implementation of Language Medium Policy supported (mother tongue
based bilingual education)
Literacy-Numeracy development in ECD and primary education phases
supported
Design of initiatives to support Post-Schooling facilitated
Provide HRD related support to communities of development practice
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Number of strategies developed

Number of knowledge products developed
(Research)

5.1.5

Groups

5.1.4

Working

Number of integrated reports to track progress on
priority projects and interventions

Council

5.1.3

HRD

Number of
convened

5.1.2

EC

Number of HRD Council meetings held

5.1.1

Indicator Performance indicator(s)
no

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

Quarterly

New
indicator

2014/15

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

2015/16

2

New indicator

4

New indicator

4

Estimated
Performance
2017/18

Partnership
facilitation

Focus area

5.1.1

Number of HRD Council meetings held

Indicator Performance indicator(s)
no

New
indicator

2014/15

New
indicator

2015/16

New
indicator

2016/17

Audited/Actual Performance

4

Estimated
Performance
2017/18

Strategic Objective 5.1: To conceptualise and facilitate measures to improve quality in education and training in the Eastern Cape

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

2016/17

Audited/Actual Performance

PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR 2018-19

Partnership
facilitation
and resource
leverage

Focus area

Strategic Objective 5.1: To conceptualise and facilitate measures to improve quality in education and training in the Eastern Cape

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR 2018-2019

2

-

4

12

4

4

2018/19

4

4

2019/20 2020/21

2

-

4

12

4

2019/20 2020/21

Medium-Term Targets

2

1

4

12

4

2018/19

Medium-Term Targets
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Number of knowledge products developed
(Research)

5.1.5

Partnership
facilitation
and resource
leverage

Focus area

Groups

Number of strategies developed

Working

5.1.4

Council

Number of integrated reports to track progress on
priority projects and interventions

HRD

5.1.3

EC

Number of
convened

5.1.2

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

Quarterly

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

2

New indicator

4

New indicator

2

1

4

12

2

0

4

12

Number of HRD Council meetings held

Number of EC HRD Council Working Groups convened

Number of integrated reports to track progress on priority
projects and interventions

Number of strategies developed

Number of knowledge products developed (Research)

5.1.1

5.1.2

5.1.3

5.1.4

5.1.5

Indicator Performance Indicator
no

Quarterly

Quarterly

Quarterly

Quarterly

Quarterly

Reporting
Period

2

1

4

12

4

Annual
Target

-

-

1

3

1

1ST

1

-

1

3

1

2ND

Quarterly Targets 2018/19

-

1

1

3

1

3RD

Strategic Objective 5.1: To conceptualise and facilitate measures to improve quality in education and training in the Eastern Cape

QUARTERLY TARGETS 2018/19

and resource
leverage

Strategic Objective 5.1: To conceptualise and facilitate measures to improve quality in education and training in the Eastern Cape

1

-

1

3

1

4TH

2

0

4

12
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PROGRAMME 6: HIV/AIDS
PROGRAMME PURPOSE
In the Eastern Cape, it is estimated that approximately 785 770 (Thembisa, 2016) people live with HIV.
However, the epidemic is now increasing at a slower pace. The number of people receiving treatment in
the public sector in the province as at 31 December was 2016 is 394 907. The number of people remaining
in care has increased by 37% since 2013/14. The number of clients initiated onto treatment in the public
health sector rose significantly in the financial year 2014/15 and December 2016. These improvements
can be attributed to the changes in the ART policies and guidelines.
TB is the leading cause of death in South Africa, accounting for 8.4% of all natural deaths in 2015. In
2015, the incidence of TB was 834 cases per 100 000 population, resulting in an estimated 450 000 new
TB infections, 63% of which were among people living with HIV. The TB burden is also driven by poor
living conditions and late presentation to health facilities. The number of multi-drug-resistant TB (MDR-TB)
cases has doubled, from 7 350 cases in 2007, to 14 161 in 2012. TB remains a challenge for the province
and TB incidence for all ages is at 691 per 100 000 population per the 2015/2016 District health
Barometer. A slight decrease is observed from 2014/2015.
The purpose of this programme is to assist the province to effectively manage its response to HIV/AIDS,
TB and STIs. This programme also acts as the secretariat for the Eastern Cape AIDS Council. The work of
ECAC is carried out in support of the goal of improving the health profile of the province. Its community
based response is aimed at improving integration of health care related and health promoting services at
community level.
The province has now completed an intensive consultative process to develop its Provincial
Implementation Plan aligned to the NSP 2017-2022. The goals of the new NSP are the following:

Goal 1: Accelerate prevention to reduce new HIV, TB and STI infections

Goal 2: Reduce morbidity and mortality by providing treatment, care and adherence support for
all

Goal 3: Reach all key and vulnerable populations with customized and targeted interventions

Goal 4: Address the social and structural drivers of HIV, TB and STI infections and linking them
to NDP goals

Goal 5: Ground the response to HIV, TB and STI in human rights principles and approaches

Goal 6: Mobilise leadership and co-ordination at all levels and promote shared accountability for
a sustainable response to HIV, TB and STI

Goal 7: Mobilise resources and maximise efficiencies to support the achievement of NSP gaols
and ensure a sustainable response

Goal 8: Strengthen strategic information to drive progress towards achievement of NSP goals
In the 2018/19 financial year the programme will focus on:

Coordinate the implementation of the Provincial Implementation for HIV, TB and STIs 2017-2022

Facilitate and monitor multi stakeholder projects in the implementation of the national and
provincial multi-stakeholder National Strategic Plan on HIV/AIDS, TB and STIs

Support district AIDS councils, government departments and Civil Society sectors with strategic
information

Provide secretariat for the Eastern Cape AIDS Council and ensure functionality of the provincial
council, its sub structures and district AIDS Councils

Facilitate resource leveraging for the provincial response to HIV/AIDS, TB and STIs.
Given budget constraints, ECSECC funds salaries for the programme and some basic operational and
logistics costs. However, programme activities are carried out in partnership with Council members and
stakeholders.
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PROGRAMME OVERVIEW
Strategic Objectives
Strategic objective 6.1

Strategic objective 6.2

Reduce the rate of new HIV and TB infections using combination prevention
methods and a multi-sectorial approach
Functionality of AIDS councils and Structures in the Eastern Cape

The programme is structured as follows:
Sub programme

Sub-Programme Purpose

6.1 Prevention

Continuous identification of HIV, TB and STI drivers in the province.
Design and coordinate the implementation of interventions to reduce the spread
of HIV in the province.

6.2 Treatment

Advocate for treatment adherence
Promote solutions to reduce loss to follow-up
Track the implementation of treatment policy

6.3 Strategic
Information

Develop evidence based response to HIV and TB in the province
Provide strategic information for HIV, TB and STI’s in the EC province.

6.4 Governance

To ensure the functionality of ECAC structures in the coordinating the HIV response
in the Eastern Cape Province

GOALS AND OUTPUTS APPLICABLE TO THE PROGRAMME
Strategic Plan Goals

Strategic Plan Outputs

Goal 2: To support
development policy,
strategy and planning
in the Eastern Cape
province

Prevention
Provincial prevention strategy coordinated, monitored and implemented focusing
on young women
Coordinate the implementation of the HIV policy in schools
Coordination and monitoring of 90/90/90 focusing on: HCT, Condom Distribution,
UTT
Coordinate the provincial WAD and WTBD
Treatment
Community Mobilisation and Education on UTT
Coordination the establishment of Adherence Clubs

Goal 3: To be a
socio-economic
knowledge hub for
the Eastern Cape
Province

Strategic Information
Collation and collecting of strategic information on HIV and TB
Development of research on structural and social drivers of HIV and TB through
Operation Masinyange
Quarterly PSP monitoring reports
Annual Expenditure tracking of the HIV response

Goal 4: To create
platforms for multistakeholder
participation and
partnerships

Governance
Coordination of functional ECAC structures
Capacity building to strengthen DAC’s
Capacity Building to strengthen civil society sectors
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6.1.3

No of interventions designed to improve treatment
adherence in the Eastern Cape
New
indicator

No of interventions aimed at preventing the spread of HIV New
and TB in the Eastern Cape province developed – WAD and indicator
WTBD

6.1.2

New
indicator

No of dialogues conducted

2014/15

No of integrated monitoring reports (PSP)

Number of district AIDS councils supported with
implementation of PIP

6.2.2

6.2.3

6.2.5

No of ECAC structures that are coordinated and functional

Number of civil society structures supported with
implementation of PIP

Number of knowledge products developed (Research)

6.2.1

Indicator Performance indicator
no

Governance
6.2.4
and
functionality

M&E

Research

Focus area

New
indicator

4

New
indicator

4

4

New
indicator

2

4

4

5

New
New
indicator indicator

3

4

New
New
indicator indicator

Audited/Actual Performance
2014/15

8

2

4

4

2

4

4

2

4

4

2

4

8

4

4

4

2

8

4

4

4

2

8

4

4

4

2

8

4

4

4

2

Estimated Medium-Term Targets
Performance
2015/16 2016/17
2018/19 2019/20 2020/21
2017/18

New
indicator

New
New
indicator indicator

New
New
indicator indicator

Estimated Medium-Term Targets
Performance
2015/16 2016/17
2018/19 2019/20 2020/21
2017/18

Audited/Actual Performance

6.1.1

Indicator Performance indicator
no

Strategic Objective 6.2: Functionality of AIDS councils and Structures in the Eastern Cape

Treatment
campaigns
and system
interventions

Prevention
campaigns
and system
interventions
targeting key
populations

Focus area

Strategic Objective 6.1: Reduce the rate of new HIV and TB infections using combination prevention methods and a multi-sectorial approach

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR 2018-2019
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No of social labs establish in response to Operation
New
Masinyange
indicator

6.2.7

2
1

New
New
indicator indicator

4

3

4

1

Treatment
campaigns
and system
interventions

Prevention
campaigns
and system
interventions
targeting key
populations

Focus area

6.1.3

6.1.2

6.1.1

New
indicator

2014/15

No of interventions designed to improve treatment
New
adherence in the Eastern Cape
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

2015/16

4

1

4

1

New
indicator

New
indicator

New
indicator

8

2

4

4

2

4

4

2

4

4

2

4

Estimated Medium-Term Targets
Performance
2016/17
2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

Audited/Actual Performance

No of interventions aimed at preventing the spread of HIV New
and TB in the Eastern Cape province developed – WAD indicator
and WTBD

No of dialogues conducted

Indicator Performance indicator
no

Strategic Objective 6.1: Reduce the rate of new HIV and TB infections using combination prevention methods and a multi-sectorial approach

PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR 2018-19

Community
based
response

2

No of Partnership agreements or funding agreements
facilitated for execution of PSP

6.2.6
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Community
based
response

Governance
and
functionality

M&E

Research

Focus area

Number of knowledge products developed (Research)

No of integrated monitoring reports (PSP)

Number of district AIDS councils supported with
implementation of PIP

Number of civil society structures supported with
implementation of PIP

No of ECAC structures that are coordinated and functional

No of Partnership agreements or funding agreements
facilitated for execution of PSP

No of social labs establish in response to Operation
Masinyange

6.2.1

6.2.2

6.2.3

6.2.4

6.2.5

6.2.6

6.2.7

Indicator Performance indicator
no

New
indicator

2

4

New
indicator

4

4

New
indicator

2014/15

2

4

1

5

New
New
indicator indicator

2

4

New
New
indicator indicator

3

4

New
New
indicator indicator

4

3

8

4

4

4

2

4

1

8

4

4

4

2

4

1

8

4

4

4

2

4

1

8

4

4

4

2

Estimated Medium-Term Targets
Performance
2015/16 2016/17
2018/19 2019/20 2020/21
2017/18

Audited/Actual Performance

Strategic Objective 6.2: Functionality of AIDS councils and Structures in the Eastern Cape
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No of ECAC structures that are coordinated and functional

No of partnership and funding agreements facilitated for execution of
PSP

6.2.5

6.2.6

6.2.7

Number of civil society structures supported with implementation of PIP Quarterly

6.2.4

Community
based
response

Number of district AIDS councils supported with implementation of PIP Quarterly

6.2.3

No of social labs establish in response to Operation Masinyange

Quarterly

Annual

Quarterly

Quarterly

Council
functionality
and capacity

No of integrated monitoring reports (PSP)

6.2.2

Quarterly

M&E

Number of knowledge products developed (Research)

6.2.1

Indicator Performance indicator
no

Research

Focus area

Reporting
Period

No of interventions designed to improve treatment adherence in the Quarterly
Eastern Cape

No of interventions aimed at preventing the spread of HIV and TB in the Quarterly
Eastern Cape province developed – WAD and WTBD

6.1.2

6.1.3

No of dialogues conducted

Quarterly

Reporting
Period

6.1.1

Indicator Performance indicator
no

Strategic Objective 6.2: Functionality of AIDS councils and Structures in the Eastern Cape

Treatment
campaigns
and system
interventions

Prevention
campaigns
and system
interventions
targeting key
populations

Focus area

4

1

8

4

4

4

2

Annual
Target

4

2

4

Annual
Target

1

-

1

2ND

1

1

1

3RD

1

-

2

1

1

1

-

1ST

1

-

2

1

1

1

1

2ND

1

-

2

1

1

1

-

3RD

Quarterly Targets 2018/19

1

-

1

1ST

Quarterly Targets 2018/19

Strategic Objective 6.1: Reduce the rate of new HIV and TB infections using combination prevention methods and a multi-sectorial approach

QUARTERLY TARGETS 2018-19

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

4TH

1

1

1

4TH
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PART C: RECONCILING PERFORMANCE TARGETS WITH THE
BUDGET AND MTEF
OVERALL BUDGET
The budget for the MTEF period is projected to increase marginally due inter alia to the reductions in the
provincial budget as well as austerity measures necessitated by the fiscal constraints the country is going
through as a consequence of sluggish economic growth. The consequence of this budget decline is
reduction in the service delivery targets that the organisation has set for the current financial year and over
the MTEF period. As a mitigation measure, ECSECC will inter alia ensure optimal utilisation of the existing
resources through prioritising those projects that will have a catalytic effect on development in the
province.
The budget for the organisation, by programme in the 2018/19 financial year is as follows:
Compensation of Other Costs
Employees
R ‘000
R ‘000

Programme
Programme 1 Executive & Administration

Total
R ‘000

10 761

7 387

18 148

5 771

650

6 421

Programme 2 Economic Governance

3 442

160

3 602

Programme 3 Infrastructure Governance

3 021

160

3 181

Programme 4 Strategic Governance Support

879

160

1 039

Programme 5 Human Resource Development

3 059

90

3 149

Programme 6 HIV/AIDS

5 989

200

6 189

32 922

8 807

41 729

Operations and Knowledge Management

TOTAL
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LINKS TO OTHER PLANS
ECSECC is currently not planning to launch capital projects within this period and does not plan to make
transfers to any organisation
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ANNEXURE A – CHANGES TO STRATEGIC PLAN
ECSECC has not changed its 2014-2019 strategic plan and the strategic overview and analysis of the
environment remains as per the approved plan (pages 4-18). No changes have been made to the five
year strategic goals and outcomes of ECSECC (page 19-22)
Planned outputs and five year target milestones have not changed.
One change has been made to strategic objectives, with strategic objective 6.2 removed. There are now
two strategic objectives for programme 6. Two sub programmes have also been removed in Programme
6.
Changes have been made to performance indicators in order to allow for greater clarity in reporting and
greater expression of the service excellence model in all programme and project work. The final
performance indicators for the 2018/19 financial year are outlined below.
Programme Strategic Objectives (page 18-65)
1.2 Programmes, Objectives and Sub-programmes

Programme

Objectives

Sub-programme

Programme 1:
Operations,
finance,
corporate
services and
knowledge
management

1.1 An effective and efficient and
1.1 Corporate Governance
development oriented governance and
1.2 Financial Management
management
1.3 Human Resources
1.4 Information and Communication
Technology
1.2 Effective and efficient operations
and knowledge management

1.5 Operations
1.6 Knowledge Management
1.7 Research and information

Programme 2:
Economic
governance

2.1 To support economic
2.1 Provincial economic development
development policy, strategy and
planning
planning in the Eastern Cape province
2.2. Spatial economic development

Programme 3:
Infrastructure
governance

3.1 Develop and drive a common
provincial infrastructure agenda to
support socio-economic development

3.1. Strategic economic
infrastructure

Programme 4:
Strategic
Governance
Support

4.2 Support the building of a
capable developmental state

4.3 Provincial government support

Programme 5: 5.2. To conceptualise and facilitate
Human
measures to improve quality in
Resource
education and training in the Eastern
Development
Cape
Programme
HIV/AIDS

4.4 Local government support

5.1. Human Resource Development

6: 6.1. Reduce the rate of new HIV and 6.1. Prevention
TB infections using combination
6.2 Treatment
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prevention methods and a multisectorial approach

6.3 Strategic Information

6.2. Ensure functionality of AIDS
councils in the Eastern Cape

6.4 Governance

PROGRAMME 1: OPERATIONS, CORPORATE SERVICES, FINANCE AND
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES AND MEDIUM TERM OUTPUT TARGETS (PAGE 26)
MEASURABLE STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES AND MEDIUM TERM OUTPUT TARGETS
Strategic Goal Link:
1. Goal 1: To facilitate effective and efficient administration, governance and knowledge
management
2. To be a socio-economic knowledge hub for the Eastern Cape Province
Strategic Objective 1.1.:
management
Focus area
Governance

An effective and efficient and development oriented governance and

Measure
Number of functioning governance structures that meet all systems
requirements
Number of integrated risk management strategies implemented to manage
strategic and operational risks

Financial Management

Number of monthly cash flow management reports to manage liquidity risk
An unqualified audit outcome with no matters of emphasis in pursuit of good
corporate governance

Human Resources

Percentage of employees above level 4 with signed PMDS agreement before
01 April
Number of interventions implemented to improve HR system
Percentage of employee resignations per year

Information and
Communication
Technology

Number of ICT system interventions

Strategic Objective 1.2. : Effective and efficient operations and knowledge management
Focus area
Operations

Measure/Indicator
Number of management reports on implementation of ECSECC projects to
monitor the performance of the organisation
Number of tools developed to strengthen the implementation of the ECSECC
Excellence model.
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Knowledge
Management

Number of communication tools implemented

GIS

Number of knowledge products (GIS and spatial analysis)

Research and
Information

Number of knowledge products generated (publications)
Number of knowledge products (research)
Number of research partnerships facilitated

RESOURCE PROGRAMME 2: ECONOMIC GOVERNANCE
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES AND MEDIUM TERM OUTPUT TARGETS
MEASURABLE STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES AND MEDIUM TERM OUTPUT TARGETS
Strategic Goal Link: Goals 2,3 and 4
Strategic Objective 2.1.: To support economic development policy, strategy and planning in the
Eastern Cape province
Focus area
Ocean Economy

Measure/Indicator
Facilitate stakeholder forums to improve coordination and solve project
blockages
Number of integrated reports to track progress on priority projects and
interventions

Agricultural Value Chains

Number of knowledge products developed (research)
Facilitate stakeholder forums to improve coordination and improve strategic
direction
Facilitate stakeholder forums to foster policy dialogues

Industry and Business
Support

Facilitate stakeholder forums to improve coordination and solve blockages
Number of integrated reports to track progress on priority initiatives and
interventions
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PROGRAMME 3: INFRASTRUCTURE GOVERNANCE
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES AND MEDIUM TERM OUTPUT TARGETS
MEASURABLE STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES AND MEDIUM TERM OUTPUT TARGETS
Strategic Goal Link: Goals 2,3 & 4
Strategic Objective 3.1: Develop and drive a common provincial infrastructure agenda to support socioeconomic development
Focus area
Strategic Economic
Infrastructure

Measure/Indicator
Number of stakeholder forums held to coordinate stakeholders and solve
project blockages
Number of monitoring reports developed to track progress on priority
projects and interventions

PROGRAMME 4: STRATEGIC GOVERNMENT SUPPORT
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES AND MEDIUM TERM OUTPUT TARGETS
MEASURABLE STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES AND MEDIUM TERM OUTPUT TARGETS
Strategic Goal Link: 2,3 & 4
Strategic Objective: To support the building of a capable developmental state
Focus area
Provincial Government
Support

Measure/Indicator
Number of provincial strategic plans developed
Number of knowledge products (research)
Number of institutions supported with strategic planning

Local Government Support

Facilitate stakeholder forums to improve coordination and solve project
blockages
Number of municipal support interventions developed
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PROGRAMME 5: HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES AND MEDIUM TERM OUTPUT TARGETS
MEASURABLE STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES AND MEDIUM TERM OUTPUT TARGETS
Strategic Goal Link: 2,3 & 4
Strategic Objective 4.1: To conceptualise and facilitate measures to improve quality in education and
training in the Eastern Cape
Focus area
Human Resource
Development

Measure/Indicator
Number of HRD Council meetings held
Number of EC HRD Council Working Groups convened
Number of integrated reports to track progress on priority projects and
interventions
Number of strategies developed
Number of knowledge products developed (Research)
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PROGRAMME 6: HIV/AIDS
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES AND MEDIUM TERM OUTPUT TARGETS
MEASURABLE STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES AND MEDIUM TERM OUTPUT TARGETS
Strategic Goal Link: 2,3 & 4
Strategic Objective 6.1: Reduce the rate of new HIV and TB infections using combination prevention
methods and a multi-sectorial approach
Focus area

Measure/Indicator

Prevention campaigns and
system interventions targeting
key populations

No of dialogues conducted

Treatment campaigns and
system interventions

No of interventions designed to improve treatment adherence in the
Eastern Cape

Research

Number of knowledge products developed (Research)

M&E

No of integrated monitoring reports (PSP)

Governance and functionality

No of interventions aimed at preventing the spread of HIV and TB in
the Eastern Cape province developed – WAD and WTBD

Number of district AIDS councils supported with implementation of PIP

Number of civil society structures supported with implementation of
PIP
No of ECAC structures that are coordinated and functional
No of Partnership agreements or funding agreements facilitated for
execution of PSP
Community based response
2. Links to other plans
No change
3. Annexures
No change
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No of social labs establish in response to Operation Masinyange

ANNEXURE B - ECSECC TECHNICAL INDICATOR DESCRIPTORS
AND MEANS OF VERIFICATION
PROGRAMME 1: OPERATIONS, FINANCE, CORPORATE SERVICES AND KNOWLEDGE
MANAGEMENT
Strategic Objective

1.1: An effective and efficient and development oriented governance and
management

Sub-programme

1.1 Corporate Governance

Indicator title

1.1.1 Number of functioning governance structures that meet all systems
requirements

Short definition

Management minutes on corporate governance meetings

Purpose/importance

Ensure efficient and effective leadership through strengthening of corporate
governance

Source/collection of data

Executive Secretary

Method of calculation

Simple count of meetings held:
6 board of director;
5 Risk, ICT &Audit committee;
4 Finance and Admin committee;
4 Planning and Programme

Data limitations

Some of the reports may be confidential and therefore may not be produced
during the verification of reports.
Signed minutes of governance structures are only available after the
following board meeting. Draft copy will be kept on file and replaced with
signed copy when available.

Type of indicator

Activity

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

New indicator

No

Desired performance

At least 19 sets of signed and approved minutes of meetings

Indicator responsibility

Executive Secretary

Means of Verification

Approved and signed minutes of meetings

Indicator title

1.1.2 Number of integrated risk management strategies implemented to
manage strategic and operational risk

Short definition

Implementation of the approved Risk Management Strategy

Purpose/importance

Ensure efficient and effective Risk Management of ECSECC

Source/collection of data

Chief Risk Officer

Method of calculation

Approved Risk Management strategy and Plan; (2)
Risk management policy;(1)
Approved Strategic Risk Register (1)
Quarterly Reports on Risk Management (3)

Data limitations

No data limitation

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly
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New indicator

No

Desired performance

7 documents available as per Means of Verification

Indicator responsibility

Chief Risk Officer

Means of Verification

1.
2.
3.
4.

Annual review of the Risk Management Strategy, Policy and Plan
(Approved by the Board)
Approved Strategic and Operational Risk Registers (Approved by the
Board and CEO respectively)
Quarterly Reports on Risk Management (Q2,3,4)
Report generated from Risk Assessment workshop

Sub-programme

1.2 Financial management

Indicator title

1.1.3 Number of monthly cash flow management reports to manage
liquidity risk

Short definition

Cash flow management reports

Purpose/importance

To ensure efficient and effective expenditure management

Source/collection of data

Finance Manager

Method of calculation

Simple count of cash flow management reports

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Non-cumulative

Calculation type

Output

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

New indicator

No

Desired performance

12 monthly cash flow management reports

Indicator responsibility

Finance Manager

Means of Verification

The cash flow report must be approved by the Chief Finance Officer and
must be presented to MANCO.

Indicator title

1.1.4 An unqualified audit outcome with no matters of emphasis in pursuit
of good corporate governance

Short definition

Maintain a clean audit opinion from the Auditor General (SA)

Purpose/importance

To ensure efficient and effective financial, corporate and performance
management and governance.

Source/collection of data

Chief Finance Officer

Method of calculation

Simple count of number of audit opinions issued

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Non-cumulative

Calculation type

Outcome

Reporting cycle

Annually

New indicator

No

Desired performance

1 Unqualified AGSA Audit Report with no matters of emphasis

Indicator responsibility

Chief Financial Officer

Means of Verification

1)
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Copies of the AGSA audit report. The report must outline the objective
of the audit, the process used to conduct the audit, the audit findings
and recommendations.

Sub-programme
Indicator title

1.3 Human resources

Short definition

Improve HR system

Purpose/importance

Ensure that the organization has effective HR systems

Source/collection of data

Human Resources Manager

Method of calculation

(1) HR systems review (Submission and approval by board or CEO)

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Non-cumulative

Calculation type

Output measure

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

New indicator

No

Desired performance

2

Indicator responsibility

Human resources Manager

Means of Verification

1.

1.1.5 Number of interventions implemented to improve HR system

HR systems review (Submission and approval by board or CEO)

Indicator title

1.1.6 Percentage of employees above level 4 with signed PMDS agreement
before 01 April

Short definition

PMDS agreement

Purpose/importance

Manage the performance of ECSECC employees

Source/collection of data

Human Resources Manager

Method of calculation

Signed performance agreements

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Non-cumulative

Calculation type

Output

Reporting cycle

Annual

New indicator

No

Desired performance

100%

Indicator responsibility

Human Resources Manager

Means of Verification

Signed performance agreements by the 01st April

Indicator title

1.1.7 Percentage of employee resignations per year

Short definition

Employee resignation

Purpose/importance

Ensure that ECSECC retains capacity

Source/collection of data

Human Resources Manager

Method of calculation

Percentage of resignations for the financial year

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Non-cumulative

Calculation type

Output

Reporting cycle

Annual

New indicator

No

Desired performance

<10%

Indicator responsibility

Human Resources Manager

Means of Verification

List of resignations against the total number of employees.
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Sub-programme

1.4 Information and Communication Technology

Indicator title

1.1.8 Number of ICT system interventions

Short definition

Development and approval of ICT systems (governance and management)

Purpose/importance

To improve ECSECC governance and management environment in order to
meet Public Service Corporate Governance of Information and
Communication Technology Policy Framework ( PSCGICT Policy
Framework)

Source/collection of data

IT Manager

Method of calculation

ICT should make sure that it has the following:
a. Approved IT policy;
b. Approved ICT Strategy in place
c. Approved ICT Governance Framework (Charter)

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Output measure

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Annual

New indicator

No

Desired performance

1.
2.
3.
4.

Indicator responsibility

IT Manager

Means of Verification

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Strategic Objective

1.2: Effective and efficient operations and knowledge management

Sub-programme

1.5 Operations

Indicator title

1.2.1 Number of management reports on implementation of ECSECC plans
and projects to monitor performance of the organization

Short definition

Statutory reports on ECSECC performance

Purpose/importance
Source/collection of data
Method of calculation

Annual report on IT interventions
Signed IT policy;
Signed ICT Strategy
Signed ICT Governance Framework (Charter)

Annual report on IT interventions
Signed IT policy;
Signed ICT Strategy
Signed ICT Governance Framework (Charter)
The policies must be approved by the board of directors

Strengthen organizational strategic management and reporting
Chief Knowledge and Operations Officer
(6) Simple count of reports submitted to the OTP

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Non-cumulative
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Reporting cycle

Quarterly

New indicator

No

Desired performance

At least 6 reports

Indicator responsibility

Chief Knowledge and Operations Officer

Means of Verification

1) Quarterly reports (4)
2) Mid-year report
3) Annual report
The reports must be approved (that is, signed and dated) by the Chief
Executive Officer and Board of Directors

Indicator title

1.2.2 Number of tools developed to strengthen implementation of the
ECSECC Excellence Model

Short definition

Development of standardized tools to support the ECSECC excellence model

Purpose/importance

Improve quality and integrity of ECSECC’s work through development of
standardized tools and guidelines.

Source/collection of data

Chief Knowledge and Operations Officer

Method of calculation

Simple count of tools developed

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Non - Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

New indicator

No

Desired performance

At least two new tools developed

Indicator responsibility

Chief Knowledge and Operations Officer

Means of Verification

2 approved (that is, signed and dated) tool.
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Sub-programme

1.6 Strategic communication and knowledge management

Indicator title

1.2.3 Number of communication tools implemented

Short definition

Communication Tools

Purpose/importance

Communicate ECSECC’s mandate, achievement, products and services to
stakeholders and target audiences

Source/collection of data

IKM Coordinator

Method of calculation

Count of tools implemented

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Activity

Calculation type

Non-Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

New indicator

New

Desired performance

At least 8 tools implemented

Indicator responsibility

IKM Coordinator

Means of Verification

4 Quarterly bulk mailer newsletters issued
4 quarterly reports on external communication.

Sub-programme

1.7 Research and information

Indicator title

1.2.4 Number of knowledge products (GIS and spatial analysis)

Short definition

Knowledge product

Purpose/importance

Conduct spatial analysis and produce maps or other GIS products for
ECSECC projects and stakeholders.

Source/collection of data

GIS specialist

Method of calculation

Number of Maps and GIS products developed

Data limitations

No data limitation

Type of indicator

Activity

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

New indicator

New

Desired performance

At least 16 products developed

Indicator responsibility

GIS specialist

Means of Verification
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16 Maps or other GIS products developed

Indicator title

1.2.5 No of knowledge products (Publications)

Short definition

Production of publications

Purpose/importance

Develop, produce and publish publications for sharing of ECSECCs work and
stakeholders policy advise

Source/collection of data

IKM Coordinator

Method of calculation

Simple count of publications issued with ISBN and published on ECSECC
communication platforms.

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Non - Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

New indicator

No

Desired performance

12 publications

Indicator responsibility

IKM Coordinator

Indicator title

1.2.6 Number of knowledge products (research)

Short definition

Conduct research and provide analysis and data for policy and planning

Purpose/importance

Provision of data and analysis to feed into ECSECC and stakeholder
projects.

Source/collection of data

Senior economist

Method of calculation

Simple count of knowledge products (e.g. Research reports, PowerPoint
presentations and Statistical data (spreadsheets))

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Activity

Calculation type

Non - Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

New indicator

No

Desired performance

4 knowledge products

Indicator responsibility

Senior economist

Means of Verification

The reports must be approved (that is, signed and dated) by the Programme
Manager accompanied by knowledge product.
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Indicator title

1.2.7 Number of research partnerships facilitated

Short definition

Conduct research and provide analysis and data for policy and planning

Purpose/importance

Facilitation of partnerships between research institutes and ECSECC
stakeholder sectors for research in support of provincial priorities.

Source/collection of data

Senior economist

Method of calculation

Simple count of partnership agreements

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Non - Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

New indicator

Yes

Desired performance

2 partnership agreements

Indicator responsibility

Senior economist

Means of Verification

1.
2.
3.

MoU
SLA or
Other recognized partnership agreements

PROGRAMME 2: ECONOMIC GOVERNANCE
Strategic Objective

2.1: To support economic development policy, strategy and planning in the
Eastern Cape province

Sub-programme

2.1 Provincial economic development planning

Indicator title

2.1.1 Facilitate stakeholder forums to improve coordination and solve
project blockages

Short definition

Stakeholder forums

Purpose/importance

To create multi stakeholder platforms for planning, execution, reporting and
monitoring of priority projects.

Source/collection of data

Programme Manager

Method of calculation

Count of meetings held

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Activity

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

New indicator

No

Desired performance

4 stakeholder forums facilitated

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager

Means of Verification

1.
2.
3.
4.
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Invitation
Attendance register
Agenda
Minutes/Report

Indicator title

2.1.2 Number of integrated reports to track progress on priority projects
and interventions

Short definition

Integrated sector reporting for Ocean Economy

Purpose/importance

Provide real time reporting on ocean economy priority projects and
interventions to provincial decision-making structures.

Source/collection of data

Programme Manager

Method of calculation

Count of reports approved

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Activity

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

New indicator

Yes

Desired performance

4 integrated reports

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager

Means of Verification

Signed and approved reports by Programme Manager

Indicator title

2.1.3 Number of knowledge products (research)

Short definition

Conduct research and provide analysis and data for policy and planning

Purpose/importance

Provision of data and analysis to feed into ECSECC and stakeholder
projects.

Source/collection of data

Programme Manager

Method of calculation

Simple count of knowledge products (e.g. Research reports, PowerPoint
presentations and Statistical data (spreadsheets))

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Activity

Calculation type

Non - Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

New indicator

Yes

Desired performance

1 knowledge product

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager

Means of Verification

The reports must be approved (that is, signed and dated) by the Programme
Manager accompanied by knowledge product.
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Indicator title

2.1.4 Facilitate stakeholder forums to improve coordination and improve
strategic direction

Short definition

Stakeholder forums

Purpose/importance

To create multi stakeholder platforms for planning, execution, reporting and
monitoring of priority projects.

Source/collection of data

Programme Manager

Method of calculation

Count of meetings held

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Activity

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

New indicator

No

Desired performance

3 stakeholder forums facilitated

Indicator responsibility

Programme managers

Means of Verification

1.
2.
3.
4.

Indicator title

2.1.5 Facilitate stakeholder forums to foster policy dialogue

Short definition

Policy dialogue

Purpose/importance

To promote dialogue and debate on research and policy in the Eastern Cape
and South Africa. To create a platform to share good practice on
responding to development challenges.

Source/collection of data

Programme Manager

Method of calculation

Count of dialogues held

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Activity

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

New indicator

Yes

Desired performance

2 dialogues held

Indicator responsibility

Programme managers

Means of Verification

1.
2.
3.
4.
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Invitation
Attendance register
Agenda
Minutes/Report

Invitation
Attendance register
Agenda
Presentations

Sub-programme

2.2 Spatial Economic Development

Indicator title

2.1.6 Facilitate stakeholder forums to improve coordination and solve
project
blockages

Short definition

Stakeholder forums

Purpose/importance

To create and facilitate multi stakeholder platforms for engagement with
business and industry in the Province and targeted economic nodes.

Source/collection of data

Programme Manager

Method of calculation

Count of meetings held

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Activity

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

New indicator

No

Desired performance

4 stakeholder forums facilitated

Indicator responsibility

Programme managers

Means of Verification

1.
2.
3.
4.

Indicator title

2.1.7 Number of integrated reports to track progress on priority projects
and interventions

Short definition

Integrated sector reporting for business and industry

Purpose/importance

Provide real-time information on challenges facing the business sector in the
province and priority spatial nodes.

Source/collection of data

Programme Managers

Method of calculation

Count of reports approved

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Activity

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

New indicator

Yes

Desired performance

4 integrated reports

Indicator responsibility

Programme Managers

Means of Verification

Signed and approved reports by Programme Manager

Invitation
Attendance register
Agenda
Minutes/Report
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PROGRAMME 3: INFRASTRUCTURE GOVERNANCE
Strategic Objective

3.1: Develop and drive a common provincial infrastructure agenda to
support socio-economic development

Sub-programme

3.1 Strategic economic infrastructure

Indicator title

3.1.1 Number of integrated reports to track progress on priority projects
and interventions

Short definition

Priority projects and interventions provincial reports

Purpose/importance

To provide updates on the progress of the various Priority infrastructure
projects and interventions/initiatives in the Eastern Cape.

Source/collection of data

Programme Manager

Method of calculation

A simple count of the reports submitted.

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Output measure

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

New indicator

No

Desired performance

1)
2)

3)

4 Provincial reports
Reports to demonstrate progress and challenges experienced in the
Priority projects and interventions/initiatives implementation and
facilitation
Reports to have clear recommendations on how to mitigate risks
identified in the projects

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager

Means of Verification

1) 4 reports submitted - The reports must be approved (that is, signed and
dated) by the Programme Manager.

Indicator title

3.1.2 Facilitate stakeholder forums to improve coordination and solve
project blockages

Short definition

Stakeholder forums

Purpose/importance

To create and facilitate multi stakeholder platforms for planning, execution,
reporting and monitoring of priority infrastructure projects.

Source/collection of data

Programme Manager

Method of calculation

Count of meetings held

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Activity

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

New indicator

No

Desired performance

12 stakeholder forums facilitated

Indicator responsibility

Programme managers

Means of Verification

1.
2.
3.
4.
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Invitation
Attendance register
Agenda
Minutes/Report

PROGRAMME 4: STRATEGIC GOVERNANCE SUPPORT
Strategic Objective

4.1 Support the building of a capable developmental state

Sub programme

1.1 Government support

Indicator title

4.1.1 Number of provincial strategic plans developed

Short definition

Development of provincial strategic plan for 2019-2024

Purpose/importance

Develop 5-year strategic plan for the Eastern Cape (2019-2024) to
implement the Vision 2030 Provincial Development Plan.

Source/collection of data

Programme Manager

Method of calculation

Number of strategic plans developed

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

New indicator

Yes

Desired performance

1 strategic plan developed

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager

Means of Verification

1)

Indicator title

4.1.2 Number of knowledge products (research)

Short definition

Conduct research and provide analysis and data for policy and planning

Purpose/importance

Provision of data and analysis to strengthen provincial planning process and
strategic decision making

Source/collection of data

Programme manager

Method of calculation

Simple count of knowledge products (e.g. Research reports, PowerPoint
presentations or and Statistical data-base)

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Non - Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Annual

New indicator

No

Desired performance

1 knowledge product

Indicator responsibility

Programme manager

Means of Verification

1)
2)

Strategic plan submitted to the OTP.

The report must be approved (that is, signed and dated) by the
Programme Manager.
Knowledge product

Indicator title

4.1.3 Number of institutions supported with strategic planning

Short definition

Departmental support with strategic planning

Purpose/importance

Support OTP in the annual planning cycle to ensure alignment of
departments, public entities and municipalities to provincial priorities,
enhancement of planning quality and compliance.

Source/collection of data

Programme Manager
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Method of calculation

Count of strategic planning sessions facilitated.

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Activity

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

New indicator

No

Desired performance

15 institutions supported with strategic planning

Indicator responsibility

SGS Programme Manager

Means of Verification

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

The report must be approved (that is, signed and dated) by the
Programme Manager.
Invite
Agenda
Attendance Register
Presentations made to strategic planning sessions

Sub programme

1.2 Local Government support

Indicator title

4.1.4 Facilitate stakeholder forums to improve coordination and solve
project blockages

Short definition

Stakeholder forums for local government coordination

Purpose/importance

Provide technical and facilitation support to IGR Structures.

Source/collection of data

Programme Manager

Method of calculation

Count of meetings held

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Activity

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

New indicator

No

Desired performance

4 stakeholder forums facilitated

Indicator responsibility

Programme manager

Means of Verification

1.
2.
3.
4.

Indicator title

4.1.5 Number of municipal support interventions developed and implemented

Short definition

Municipal Support

Purpose/importance

Building execution capability in municipalities for execution of local and
provincial priority projects

Source/collection of data

Programme Manager

Method of calculation

1.
2.

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Activity

Calculation type

Non-cumulative
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Invitation
Attendance register
Agenda
Minutes/Report

Count of interventions developed
Report on implementation

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

New indicator

Yes

Desired performance

Two municipalities supported

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager

Means of Verification

1.
2.
3.

Request
Approval of request by CEO
Report on intervention design
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PROGRAMME 5: HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
Strategic Objective

5.1: To conceptualise and facilitate measures to improve quality in
education and training in the Eastern Cape

Sub programme

5.1 Human Resource Development

Indicator title

5.1.1 Number of HRD Council meetings held

Short definition

HRD Council meetings

Purpose/importance

To host and facilitate a multi stakeholder council for planning, execution,
reporting and monitoring of HRD strategy and interventions.

Source/collection of data

Programme Manager

Method of calculation

Count of meetings held

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Activity

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

New indicator

No

Desired performance

4 HRD Council meetings held

Indicator responsibility

Programme manager

Means of Verification

1.
2.
3.
4.

Indicator title

5.1.2 Number of HRD Council Working Groups convened

Short definition

HRD Council Working Group Meetings

Purpose/importance

To ensure that the programme of the HRD Council is executed by members
and stakeholders.

Source/collection of data

Programme Manager

Method of calculation

Count of meetings held

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Activity

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

New indicator

No

Desired performance

12 working group meetings held

Indicator responsibility

Programme manager

Means of Verification

1.
2.
3.
4.
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Invitation
Attendance register
Agenda
Minutes/Report

Invitation
Attendance register
Agenda
Minutes/Report

Indicator title

5.1.3 Number of integrated reports to track progress on priority projects
and interventions

Short definition

HRD sector integrated reporting

Purpose/importance

Provide real-time information on challenges facing the HEI and TVET sector;
monitor and report on these and escalate information and proposals for
decision making.

Source/collection of data

Programme Manager

Method of calculation

A simple count of the reports submitted.

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Output measure

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

New indicator

No

Desired performance

1)
2)

3)

4 reports
Reports to demonstrate progress and challenges experienced in the
Priority projects and interventions/initiatives implementation and
facilitation
Reports to have clear recommendations on how to mitigate risks
identified in the projects

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager

Means of Verification

1)

Indicator title

5.1.4 Number of strategies developed

Short definition

Development of provincial HRD strategy

Purpose/importance

Develop 5-year strategic HRD plan for the Eastern Cape (2019-2024).

Source/collection of data

Programme Manager

Method of calculation

Number of strategic plans developed

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

New indicator

Yes

Desired performance

1 strategic plan developed

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager

Means of Verification

1.

The reports must be approved (that is, signed and dated) by the
Programme Manager.

Strategic plan developed and submitted to the OTP.
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Indicator title

5.1.5 Number of knowledge products (research)

Short definition

Conduct research and provide analysis and data on HRD

Purpose/importance

Provision of data and analysis to strengthen HRD strategy and intervention
design

Source/collection of data

Programme manager

Method of calculation

Simple count of knowledge products (e.g. Research reports, PowerPoint
presentations and/or data-bases)

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

New indicator

No

Desired performance

2 knowledge products

Indicator responsibility

Programme manager

Means of Verification

1.
2.

The report must be approved (that is, signed and dated) by the
Programme Manager.
Knowledge product

PROGRAMME 6: HIV/AIDS
Strategic Objective

6.1: Reduce the rate of new HIV and TB infections using combination
prevention methods and a multi-sectorial approach

Sub programme

6.1 Prevention

Indicator title

6.1.1 Number of dialogues conducted

Short definition

Public dialogues conducted

Purpose/importance

To engage key population groups from different sectors of community and
society on issues relating to HIV/AIDS.

Source/collection of data

Programme Manager

Method of calculation

Number of reports on the dialogues hosted. Number of dialogues
conducted

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Non - Cumulative

Calculation type

Activity

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

New indicator

No

Desired performance

Four reports to be submitted

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager

Means of Verification

1.
2.
3.
4.

Indicator title
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Four reports to be submitted -The reports must be approved (that is,
signed and dated) by the Programme Manager.
Invitation
Agenda
Attendance Register

6.1.2

Number of interventions aimed at preventing the spread of HIV and

TB in the Eastern Cape province developed –WAD and WTBD
Short definition

Intervention in mitigating HIV/TB spread in the Province

Purpose/importance

Continuous identification of HIV & TB drivers in the province
Improve awareness and knowledge on HIV and TBI and STI’s and advocate
for the rights of people living with HIV

Source/collection of data

Prevention, Treatment & Care Project Manager

Method of calculation

A simple count of the number of events held

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Non-cumulative

Calculation type

Activity measure

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

New indicator

Yes

Desired performance

Two Events

Indicator responsibility

Prevention, Treatment & Care Project Manager

Means of Verification

1.
2.

Sub program

6.2 Treatment

Indicator title

6.1.3 No of interventions designed to improve treatment adherence in the
Eastern Cape

Short definition

Coordinate provincial interventions to improve treatment adherence

Purpose/importance

To improve treatment adherence amongst TB and HIV/AIDS patients in the
EC through coordination and information sharing.
To carry out diagnostic research, design solution and recommend course of
action for improving adherence in the province.

Source/collection of data

Senior Researcher

Method of calculation

Number of quarterly reports on treatment adherence interventions

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Non-cumulative

Calculation type

Output

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

New indicator

No

Desired performance

4 quarterly reports on treatment adherence interventions

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager

Means of Verification

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Strategic Objective

6.2: Functionality of AIDS councils and Structures in the Eastern Cape

Letter of invitation
Report on Event

Quarterly reports
Invitation
Agenda
Attendance Register
Minutes/report
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Sub program

6.3 Strategic Information

Indicator title

6.2.1 Number of knowledge products (research)

Short definition

Conduct research and provide analysis and data on HIV/AIDS and related
issues

Purpose/importance

Provision of data and analysis to strengthen HIV/AIDS response strategy
and intervention design

Source/collection of data

Programme Manager

Method of calculation

Simple count of knowledge products (e.g. Research reports, PowerPoint
presentations and/or data-bases)

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

New indicator

No

Desired performance

2 knowledge products

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager

Means of Verification

1)
2)

The report must be approved (that is, signed and dated) by the
Programme Manager.
Knowledge product

Indicator title

6.2.2 No of integrated monitoring reports (PSP)

Short definition

PSP quarterly reports and research

Purpose/importance

To monitor progress on the response to HIV with regards to PSP target
indicators.
To gather HIV related knowledge

Source/collection of data

M&E Specialist

Method of calculation

Quarterly PSP M&E Reports

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Non-cumulative

Calculation type

Output

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

New indicator

No

Desired performance

4 PSP reports submitted

Indicator responsibility

M&E Specialist

Means of Verification

Quarterly PSP report approved by council

Sub program

6.4 Governance
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Indicator title

6.2.3 Number of district AIDS councils supported with implementation of
PIP

Short definition

District Aids Council Support

Purpose/importance





Make sure that all ECAC structures are functional at all levels
Strengthen district municipality response to HIV/AIDS through provision
of strategic information
Ensure District AIDS Council alignment and implementation of the PIP
(multisector district implementation plan)

Source/collection of data

Programme Manager

Method of calculation

A simple count of multisector district implementation plans facilitated and
developed

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Non-cumulative

Calculation type

Output

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

New indicator

No

Desired performance

4 reports on District Aids Council Support

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager

Means of Verification

1.

2.
3.

Quarterly reports on District Aids Council Support to be submitted -The
reports must be approved (that is, signed and dated) by the Programme
Manager.
Multisector district implementation plans
Presentation or other strategic information provided to District AIDS
Councils

Indicator title

6.2.4 Number of civil society structures supported with implementation of
PIP

Short definition

Sector implementation plan

Purpose/importance

Development of sector implementation plans to execute PIP among
stakeholders at district level

Source/collection of data

Youth Coordinator

Method of calculation

Count of sector implementation plans

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Non-cumulative

Calculation type

Output

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

New indicator

No

Desired performance

4 reports on civil society sector implementation of PIP

Indicator responsibility

Youth Coordinator

Means of Verification

1.
2.
3.

Indicator title

Quarterly reports on civil society support to be submitted -The reports
must be approved (that is, signed and dated) by the Programme Manager.
Sector implementation plans
Presentation or other strategic information provided to civil society
structures

6.2.5 No of ECAC structures that are coordinated and functional
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Short definition

ECAC structures that are coordinated and functional

Purpose/importance

To ensure the functionality of ECAC structures in coordinating the HIV
response in the Eastern Cape Province

Source/collection of data

Programme Manager

Method of calculation

Number of meetings held:

Finance Committee (2)

Inter-departmental committee (3)

Council plenary (3)

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Non-cumulative

Calculation type

Activity

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

New indicator

No

Desired performance

8 meetings

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager

Means of Verification






Indicator title

6.2.6 No of partnership or funding agreements facilitated for the execution
of PSP

Short definition

Facilitation of partnership and funding for the implementation of PSP

Purpose/importance

Creation of partnerships to coordinate the HIV response in the province

Source/collection of data

Programme Manager

Method of calculation

Number of partnership agreements.

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Non-cumulative

Calculation type

Output

Reporting cycle

Annual

New indicator

No

Desired performance

1 annual report on partnership facilitation

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager

Means of Verification

1.
2.
3.
4.
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Invite
Agenda
Attendance register
Minutes

Annual consolidated report on partnership facilitation
MoU or
SLA or
Other recognised partnership agreements

Indicator title

6.2.7 Number of social labs established in response of Operation
Masinyange

Short definition

Community based response to HIV/AIDS in selected wards

Purpose/importance

Targeted community based response to HIV

Source/collection of data

Senior Researcher

Method of calculation

Number of social Labs establishments facilitated

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Non – cumulative

Calculation type

Activity

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

New indicator

Yes

Desired performance

4 reports on Social Lab establishments and functionality

Indicator responsibility

Senior Researcher

Means of Verification

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Quarterly reports on social labs to be submitted -The reports must be
approved (that is, signed and dated) by the Programme Manager.
Invite to social lab meetings
Agenda for social lab meetings
Attendance register social lab meetings
Minutes/report from social lab meetings
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